Data Protection

mShare
Secure, portable encryption for removable storage, mShare allows
an organisation to encrypt data on external storage devices without
compromising flexibility.
By converting any standard external storage
device into a secure portable file store, mShare
enables users to access data securely from any
location whilst still protecting an organisation,
should the device be lost or stolen.
Flexibility and Transparency
Providing file/folder encryption, mShare
also offers an application that, following
authentication, allows access to the files from
any Windows PC. This flexibility allows users to
work on non-corporate machines, whilst saving
data securely.
mShare also allows organisations to monitor
the data being transferred to and from
the device, allowing audit capabilities and
compliance, regardless of where the data is
being accessed.
mShare complements Becrypt’s existing Data
Protection portfolio by allowing organisations
the flexibility to access data from any location
and work collaboratively with 3rd parties,
without compromising the security of their
data.
How it Works
Becrypt mShare comprises of a Windows
application that prompts the user to
authenticate. Following authentication, the user
can read/write to the encrypted volume on
the device without installing an application or
having administrative access to the machine.
All data transfer is monitored and logged by an
Administrator for later inspection.

This enables transparency as to what data has
left your organisation, where it’s been and any
alterations made. By integrating with Becrypt’s
existing range of end point protection products,
mShare allows organisations complete
control over the export of data and logging of
externally connected devices.
Full Management
The software works alongside Becrypt
Enterprise Manager, allowing users an easy,
cost effective solution to USB encryption,
with a simple, enterprise-ready management
suite that allows complete control of your end
points. Becrypt Enterprise Manager allows
organisations to define the security policy for
any end user, and control how mShare is both
used and configured.
Specifications
FIPS 140-2 accredited
VDI compatible allowing access through
VMware™ and Citrix™
No installation or modification to OS
Offline password recovery.
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